Abstract. This paper is based on the basic principle of L-systems, through the visual means to express the basic function equation into graphical form, throughout these colorful graphics, are suitable as textile patterns. This paper describes the graphics composition principle and implementation method of L-systems, doing research on the fractal tree 1 generated by a single rule, fractal tree 2 generated by multi-rule and curve, the number of the graphics that generated by the basic principles is limited, therefore, this article starts from the basic functions and graphs, through the exchange, combination, nested of calculation symbols, and parameter change method, gets a lot of novel graphics. The content of this research not only enriches the algorithm and graphics of L-systems, but also provides a new thought to textile pattern design.
Introduction
The designs of textile pattern draft belong to the field of traditional arts and crafts [1] . Every textile pattern draft costs a lot of time and experience when it first comes out. The basic characteristic of traditional design methods is a manual operation. The features of traditional design methods are narrow-minded design thought, less design pattern, a slow creation cycle, and a difficulty in producing an initial pattern process. For the above reasons, pattern generation technology used in textile pattern draft generates a lot of beautiful patterns. When American biologist Aristid Lindenmayer did research on plant morphology evolution and structural, in 1968 he put forward a method to describe the grammar. Graftal, and later developed into an important branch of formal language, called L-Systems (LS) [2] .
The emergence of L-Systems, attracted the interest of many computer scientist, botanist and mathematicians, they put forward various improved methods for L-systems, and developed some new method on generated plant graphics, such as IFS [3] (Iteration Function System) reference axis technology [4] , fractal method [5] , the environment particle system [6] and the dual scale automaton model [7] , etc.
In 1984 and 1986, Smith A R and Prusin Kiewic P introduced L-systems into the computer graphics [8~9]. In 1985, Barnsley M F began to use iteration function system (IFS) to generate fractal graphics [10~11]. L-systems has obvious advantages in the description of plant topological structure, the IFS procedure is simple and easy to realize, the geometric meaning is clear.
Because the L-systems generates graphics mostly clear in lines, neat and beautiful, very suitable for various uses of textiles. Therefore, this paper has conducted the research on the method of using L-systems to construct textile pattern.
The basic composition theory of L-system is a theory [12] that uses a ternary form to express the object required to form.
. The G is a character set, which constituted of "F", "[", "]", "+" and "-". They explain graph command of character string. The W is initial character element, also called initial element, which decides initial state of character string, and G W  . The P is generative rule set. It explains algorithm of output character of L-system. It is just the method of generating pattern according to character command of G. Generated rule of L-system grammar has two types, which are single rule and majority rule. Majority rule of L-system increase two or more letters in alphabet of single rule. And it also can increase generated rules.
In Fig.1 , Koch snowflake is generated by L-system grammar.
Level=1 Level=2
Level=3 Level=4 Figure 1 . Koch snowflake Generated rule of L-system grammar has two types, which are single rule and majority rule.
Single Rule
The key to this approach is the introduction of a new symbol, and remember each key point, when go to a key point, remember the current position, so that after walking along the direction, can return to the key points, go another direction. For example, as shown in Fig.2 , fractal tree is generated by single rule of L-system grammar. The triad
,as a representation. There：symbol set
； A symbol used to indicate the beginning of some set of data. Added sign "[" and "]" to the generative rule of fractal tree 1. Changed generative rule
it gets the pattern shown as Fig.3 .
Changed arithmetical sign of generative rule of fractal tree 1. Changed "+" into "-", and "-" into "+", in generative rule
, it gets the pattern shown as Fig. 4 .
Repeated generative rule of fractal tree 1
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It repeats
. It gets the pattern shown as Fig.5 .
Increased sign "[" and "]" for generative rule and took nested transformation Added sign "[" and "]" to the generative rule
. And it gets the pattern shown as 
Majority Rule
Majority rule of L-system increase two or more letters in alphabet of single rule. And it also can increase generated rules.
This rule is mainly applied to two kinds of situations The Character Work As A Replacement Character Not As Drawing Character. Changed： Axiom = "F" a(0) = "F": x(0) = "F-F++F-F" Delta = 60 into： Axiom = "X" a(0) = "X": x(0) = "-YF+XFX+FY-" a(1) = "Y": x(1) = "+XF-YFY-FX+" Delta = 90 Among them, X and Y characters participate in the string replacement, but the program draw graphics not based on X or Y, it only according to F [34] .
The fractal picture is elegancy and singularity, and has obvious geometrical meaning. just as dragon graph. shown as Fig.9 .
Changed arithmetical sign of generative rule of the dragon graph, to add "["and"]" in generative rule, it gets the new generative rules:
, the pattern shown as Fig.10 . Repeated generative rule of the dragon graph after added sign "[" and "]" to the generative rule, it gets the new generative rules: . it gets the generative rules : Case "R" Picture1.PSet (4500 + xPos(Kl_er), 6000 -yPos(Kl_er)), RGB(0, 0, 0) xPos(Kl_er) = xPos(Kl_er) + Cos(Delt(Kl_er)) * 100 yPos(Kl_er) = yPos(Kl_er) -Sin(Delt(Kl_er)) * 100 Picture1.Line -(4500 + yPos(Kl_er), 6000 -xPos(Kl_er)), RGB(0, 0, 0) For example, in the computer program of fractal tree 2:
it gets the pattern shown as Fig.14. To transform the characters of generation rules of "F"、"["、"]"、"+"、"-", to produce a variety of patterns.
Added sign "[" and "]" to the generative rule of fractal tree 2, it gets the new generative rules:
and the pattern shown as Fig.15 . Changed arithmetical sign of generative rule of fractal tree 2, it gets the new generative rules:
,and the pattern shown as Fig.16 . Repeated generative rule of fractal tree 2, it gets the new generative rules:
,a nd the pattern shown as Fig.17 . 
Conclusion
L-system is an algorithm to construct the graph that modelled grammar generation methods in linguistics, it though generating a series of string to construct a graph or curve. But due to the number of the graphics that generated by the basic equations of the L-system is limited, and patterns are too monotonous, therefore, this paper focuses on the extension problem of basic functions, through the exchange, combination, nested of arithmetic symbols and parameter change method, greatly expands the types of functions, derived more patterns, at the same time, these graphics generated by derivative functions are more gorgeous and exquisite. In this paper, Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 pattern shown with a smooth, well proportioned, complete, the contour fine features, their style is suitable for carpet, bed sheet, bedspread, tablecloths and so on. Fig. 7 shows the pattern of elegant and beautiful, can be used as a lady's skirt, men's shirts, as well as decorative textiles edges and corners etc. Fig. 11 shows the pattern has a well-balanced network structure, with regularity and rhythm, Fig. 19 has a compact and strong sense of hierarchy characteristics, suitable for the hat and scarf. Therefore, we believe that the various graphics that generates by L-systems graphical were mainly have geometrical pattern features, strong flavor of the times, accord with the textile consumer aesthetic habits, completely suitable for textile decoration art performance.
